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Abstract 
The purpose of this paper is to study the influence of operating condition and ejector geometries 
on the hydrodynamics and on the mass transfer characteristic of ejector. The CFD results were 
validated with available experimental data. Flow field analyses and predictions of ejector 
performance were also carried out. Variation on the operating conditions was made by varying 
the gas-liquid flow rate ratio in the range of 0.2 to 1.2. The ejector configuration was also varied 
on the length to diameter ratio of mixing tube (LM/DM) in the range of 4 to 10. CFD studies 
show that at LM/DM 5.5, the volumetric mass transfer coefficient increases with respect to gas 
flow rates. Meanwhile, at LM/DM 4, the plot of volumetric mass transfer coefficient to gas-liquid 
flow rates ratio reach maximum at gas-liquid flow rates ratio of 0.6. This study also shows that 
volumetric mass transfer coefficient decrease with respect to the increase of mixing tube length. 

INTRODUCTION 

In the field of chemical and biochemical reaction engineering there has been increasing 
interest in jet loop reactors during the last decade, because of their high efficiency in gas 
dispersion resulting in high mass transfer rates. Hydrogenation and chlorination are 
examples of such application in chemical process industry that utilize jet loop reactor. 
Other examples concerning the utilization of jet loop reactor can also be found in papers 
[1, 2].  
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A standard ejector, shown schematically in Fig. 1, consists of a nozzle, suction 
chamber, mixing tube, diffuser and draft tube. Primary or motive fluid, typically liquid, 
is pumped into the system at high velocity through a nozzle. According to Bernoulli’s 
principle, a low-pressure region is created in the suction chamber. The secondary or 
entrained fluid, typically gas phase, gets sucked into this chamber. The gas and liquid 
phases get mixed and a gas-liquid dispersion is created in the mixing tube. A diffuser at 
the exit of the mixing tube helps in pressure recovery.  

The effects of different operating conditions and ejectors geometry parameters on 
the performance of ejectors have been experimentally investigated by several 
researchers [3, 4]. Recently, with the rapid development of numerical solution method, 
some researchers attempted to apply Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) in modeling 
the flow within ejectors [5, 6]. However, most of them modeled the ejector in two-
dimensional modeling.  

In this study, a CFD package (STAR CD) was used to analyse a small water 
ejector which was equipped in an experimental mixing loop reactor. The ejector is 
modeled in three-dimensional geometry in order to get better agreement between 
simulation results and the real condition. The effects of operating conditions and 
geometries on its hydrodynamics and mass transfer characteristics were investigated and 
validated with actual values obtained from experiment. 

CFD MODELING 

In this research, 5 different model of ejector was build to investigate the influence of 
mixing tube length on the mass transfer characteristics. The ejector configuration used 
in the present study had a mixing tube diameter (D) of 22 mm and diffuser outlet 
diameter of 40 mm (i.e. diffuser angle of 3.5) and a draft tube length (L) of 100 mm. 
The mixing tube lengths were varied as 88, 120, 150, 176 and 220 mm. The nozzle 
diameter used was 8.5 mm. The ejector geometry was modeled in a commercial CAD 
software package as describe in Fig. 2 with 395,240 cells.   

The thermo physical properties of the working fluids were obtained at 293 K and 
300 K respectively for water and air. The velocity applied at the inlet was based on the 
experimental measured volumetric flow rate which was 4 m3/h of water. The velocity of 
air was based on the QG /QL ratio in the range of 0.2 to 1.2. 
Based on their experimental results, Dirix and van de Wiele [7] recommend empirical 
correlations for mass transfer coefficient on the liquid side for a down flow ejector as 
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

Fig. 3 shows the effect of liquid flow rates on the inlet pressure, outlet pressure and 
suction pressure of the ejector. The circle dot mark represents the experiment data, 
while the solid line is obtained from CFD simulation. It can be seen that there is a good 
agreement between experiment and CFD data. Thus, the hydrodynamic parameter of 
CFD data is validated with respect to experiment data.  

Fig. 4 shows the influence of Reynolds number at nozzle on the mass transfer 
number in the ejector. This graph is used to validate the CFD data in the manner of 
mass transfer characteristic. The experimental data is obtained from Dirix and Van de 
Wiele [7]. The results obtained from CFD have a good agreement with that of 
experiment. All of those validation data, hydrodynamic and mass transfer, indicate that 
the codes of simulation that have been used in this CFD studies are valid. 

Fig. 5 shows the predicted pressure distribution at the centerline of the ejector for 
various QG/QL, with the axial locations from the tip of nozzle to the outlet of draft tube. 
On the top of Fig. 5, mixing tube, diffuser and draft tube of ejector are also drawn. This 
graph indicates that the gas-liquid flow rate ratio influencing the jet break-up and the 
position of the mixing shock zone in the mixing tube.  

Fig. 6 shows the contour of air fraction as a secondary fluid in the water at various 
axial locations for QG/QL 0.2, 0.6 and 1.2. The axial locations are at 13.9, 73.9 and 
133.9 mm down stream of the nozzle tip. At the entrance of mixing tube, the dispersion 
of gas phase into liquid phase is almost complete at QG/QL 0.2, while at QG/QL 0.6 and 
QG/QL 1.2 the gas phase build the coaxial annular gas flow around the core of primary 
fluid jet. However, the dispersion of a small part of gas takes place at the top side of the 
mixing tube. When the cross sectional area of observation is shifted down stream at 
73.9 mm from the nozzle tip, or in the middle of the mixing tube, the two phases are 
completely mixed and become homogeneous flow at QG/QL 0.2. Meanwhile at QG/QL 
0.6 the mixing phenomenon is almost complete, at QG/QL 1.2 the gas stream at the 
bottom of the illustration figure of mixing tube decrease to smaller part and the mixing 
is still growing up on process. Finally, at the exit of mixing tube, the flow become 
completely homogeneous for QG/QL 0.2 as mentioned previously and also for QG/QL 
0.6. In contrast with the results from those gas-liquid flow rates ratios, at QG/QL 1.2, the 
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flow pattern describes that the mixing is still in progress and homogeneous flow is not 
yet obtained.   

Fig. 7 clearly illustrates that the ejector with longer mixing tube ratio creates lower 
volumetric mass transfer coefficients compared to the ejector with a shorter mixing 
tube.  

CONCLUSIONS 

From this study, it can be concluded that the gas-liquid flow rates ratio has a significant 
effect on the hydrodynamics and mass transfer characteristics of ejector. In this 
research, the volumetric mass transfer coefficient increases with respect to the gas flow 
rates on the ejector with the minimum length of mixing tube of 120 mm (LM/DM 5.5). At 
the ejector with mixing tube length of 88 mm (LM/DM 4), the volumetric mass transfer 
coefficient reach maximum at gas-liquid flow rates ratio of 0.6. Further increase of gas-
liquid flow rates ratio resulted in the volumetric mass transfer coefficient reduction. 

From the present investigation, it also can be concluded that the mixing tube 
length influences the volumetric mass transfer coefficient of ejector. The volumetric 
mass transfer coefficient decreases proportional to the increase of mixing tube length.  
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Fig. 1. Scheme of ejector. 
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Fig. 3. The influence of liquid flow rate 
on inlet pressure, outlet pressure and suct
ion pressure of ejector. 
  

 

 

 

Fig. 2. The ejector model with trim cell mesh 
eneration (inset: real ejector). 
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Fig. 4. Influence of Reynolds number on mass 
transfer in the ejector. 
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Fig. 5. Pressure distribution along the eje
ctor for various QG/QL. 
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Fig. 7. Influence of mixing tube length on the 
volumetric mass transfer coefficient. 

        

       

       

 

      

 

Fig. 6. Mixing phenomena in cross sectional view inside the mixing tube. 
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